








When discussing insurance policies, the word ‘deductible’
refers to the initial amount of every claim that you, as the
insurance purchaser, agree to pay on your own.

So, another way to save on your insurance
costs is to increase your deductible.

That is, if you are willing to pay a higher initial amount – a
higher deductible – on the repair or replacement costs for anyhigher deductible – on the repair or replacement costs for any
damage to your vehicle or home, this immediately reduces
your insurance outlay. 



Tip #5 Reduce Unnecessary Coverages
It doesn’t happen often but sometimes you can carry
too much insurance.  An older vehicle may no longer
need to carry collision if its value is not much more than
the deductible and the impact on your rate would be
greater than the damage. 

Also, if you don’t drive your vehicle in the winteAlso, if you don’t drive your vehicle in the winter, you can remove “road coverages”
to save some money as well. 

Ask your broker to review your individual circumstances with you and make
appropriate recommendations to help lower your costs. 

To recap, if you bundle your insurance needs with one company, investigate any
available discounts, agree to higher deductibles, enjoy a clear driving record,
maintain a safe home, and reduce unnecessary coverage you will keep your
rates at the best possible price. rates at the best possible price. 

I hope this is helpful to you in your quest to reduce your annual insurance outlay
and save your hard-earned money. At SMK Insurance, our staff is experienced
and professional. Feel free to call us any time to receive a quote. If you decide 
to switch to SMK Insurance, we’ll make it a hassle free experience – we’ll do all
the work.

Steve Kimball



“I've studied various martial arts since I was a boy and earning a black belt
symbolizes the highest of achievements. It represents commitment, discipline,
training, and, above all, respect. Together they work to form incomparable
protection for ourselves and for those who rely on us.  

The philosophy I've adopted during my years of study has served me well in all
aspects of my personal and business life. Since first opening our doors in 1985,
we have applied the same philosophy of protection to each client we serve.  we have applied the same philosophy of protection to each client we serve.  

Today SMK Insurance promises its BlackBelt Protection™ plan to you and all
that is valuable to you.”

Steve Kimball
President
SMK Insurance
 

About SMK Insurance
and its BlackBelt Protection™ Promise:



If you qualify for our BlackBelt Protection then you will be
assigned your own personal agent—a local person with
national insurance connections.

If you have multi insurance policies then SMK will apply all
of its national resources to bringing you the optimum coverage
you need—no more, no less.  BlackBelt Protected.

If you’re an SMK client who is BlackBelt Protected then youIf you’re an SMK client who is BlackBelt Protected then you
will be guaranteed an annual review and any and all discounts
or other cost-savings due to you will be applied immediately.

If you want your policies BlackBelt Protected then SMK will
oversee the entire transfer from your current insurer at no
cost and no trouble to you.  We’ll do the work.

If you need assistance day or night then you will have access
to professional guidance 24/7.  That’s BlackBelt Protection.to professional guidance 24/7.  That’s BlackBelt Protection.

Our BlackBelt Protection™ Promise 

Call today to
learn how you
can qualify.

(902) 429-7722 




